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ABSTRACT

Encryption ransomware has become a notorious malware. It encrypts user data on storage devices like solid-state drives (SSDs) and demands a ransom to restore data for users. To bypass existing defenses, ransomware would keep evolving and performing new attack models. For instance, we identify and validate three new attacks, including (1) garbage-collection (GC) attack that exploits storage capacity and keeps writing to trigger GC and force SSDs to release the retained data; (2) timing attack that intentionally slows down the pace of encrypting data and hides its I/O patterns to escape existing defense; (3) trimming attack that utilizes the trim command available in SSDs to physically erase data.

To enhance the robustness of SSDs against these attacks, we propose RSSD, a ransomware-aware SSD. It redesigns the flash management of SSDs for enabling the hardware-assisted logging, which can conservatively retain older versions of user data and received storage operations in time order with low overhead. It also employs hardware-isolated NVMe over Ethernet to expand local storage capacity by transparently offloading the logs to remote cloud/servers in a secure manner. RSSD enables post-attack analysis by building a trusted evidence chain of storage operations to assist the investigation of ransomware attacks. We develop RSSD with a real-world SSD FPGA board. Our evaluation shows that RSSD can defend against new and future ransomware attacks, while introducing negligible performance overhead.

CCS CONCEPTS
- • Computer systems organization → Secondary storage organization
- • Security and privacy → File system security
- • Applied computing → Evidence collection, storage and analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Although secure storage systems have been developed for decades [8, 13, 43, 65, 83], encryption ransomware imposes new challenges and has become one of the biggest cybersecurity threats [2, 82, 85, 91]. It stealthily encrypts user data and demands ransom from users to restore their data. Recent studies report that ransomware attack could happen every 11 seconds [61], the victims include governments, schools, hospitals, police departments, transportation, and personal computers [3]. Each attack requests an average of $8,100 and costs nearly $300,000 in server downtime [62]. These ongoing ransomware outbreaks and global damage reflect the fact that the current security design of storage systems falls short of defending against encryption ransomware.

To defend against ransomware attacks, software-based approaches, such as intrusion detection [37, 70, 87] and data backup [15, 19, 84, 90] have been proposed. These detection systems rely on file access patterns to identify attacks. Unfortunately, recent studies show that ransomware can obtain OS kernel privilege to terminate or destroy these software-based solutions [30, 79]. Moreover, even though the ransomware detection succeeds, some files have been encrypted and victims still have to pay to get their data back.

An alternative approach is to develop protection mechanisms in the storage controllers. This makes ransomware defense isolated from software systems. For instance, prior work developed in-storage ransomware detection [12, 56] and data recovery mechanisms [30, 56, 80], based on the fact that SSDs can intrinsically retain obsolete data in flash chips for a period of time, until their data is reclaimed by the garbage collection (GC). However, these defenses were developed based on the assumption that ransomware rarely considers SSD properties.

Moreover, our study of 144 recent ransomware attacks confirmed that modern storage systems usually lack fast data recovery capability (see §2.1). Also, a majority do not support trusted post-attack analysis, which impedes the progress of recovering from an attack. Our investigation of state-of-the-art approaches (see Table 1) indicates that both existing software and hardware-based defenses lack the support of efficient data recovery and post-attack analysis.

As SSDs have become prevalent in a vast majority of computing platforms because of their increased performance and decreased cost [23, 39], we believe new ransomware attack models with awareness of flash properties (Ransomware 2.0) will happen, creating a new generation of security threats. These new attacks will not only encrypt user data, but also defeat existing data protection schemes.
Table 1: Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches. The 6th column represents Data Recovery (●: Unrecoverable, ◐: Partially Recoverable, ●: Recoverable). The 7th column represents Post-Attack Analysis or Storage Forensics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Related</th>
<th>Defend New Attacks</th>
<th>Recovery</th>
<th>Forensics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GC</td>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>Trimming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloudGuardian [16]</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlashGuard [18]</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeSSD [60]</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSSD</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, we first present three new ransomware attacks that can circumvent existing SSD-based protections: (1) GC attack, in which ransomware exploits the limited storage capacity of SSDs and keeps writing data to occupy the available space and force SSDs to release retained data. (2) Timing attack, in which ransomware intentionally slows down the pace of encrypting data and hides its I/O patterns. (3) Trimming attack, in which ransomware utilizes the trim command in commodity SSDs to erase flash pages such that SSDs will remove the original copies of encrypted data.

It is not easy to defend against these new attacks, since each of them will generate new I/O patterns that can bypass existing detection and defense mechanisms. For instance, existing detection approaches [16, 37, 38, 48, 70, 72] worked by identifying the repeating I/O patterns of read-encrypt-overwrite or read-encrypt-delete operations. The timing attack can bypass it by intentionally lowering the attack frequency and imitating regular storage I/O patterns. The GC attack can invalidate existing data recovery schemes by forcing the SSD to conduct GC operations and erase the retained data. And the trimming attack enables ransomware to speed up the removal of the original data copies that have been encrypted.

To defend against the GC and timing attacks, we develop a ransomware-aware SSD named RSSD, which enables zero data loss recovery by conservatively retaining all the stale data. Thus, RSSD guarantees that all data that may be locked by ransomware is retained. However, this incurs significant performance overhead. To overcome this, RSSD proposes a hardware-isolated NVMe over Ethernet (NVMe-oE) to transfer the retained invalid pages in a compressed and encrypted format to remote cloud or storage servers in time-series order, while keeping the valid pages locally for performance. This enables RSSD to expand its local storage capacity in a secure and transparent manner.

To mitigate the trimming attack, we rethink the hardware support for the trim command in SSDs. The feature of using trim commands to directly notify SSDs to garbage collect flash pages, would be attractive to ransomware, since it can bypass existing defenses. Instead of disabling the trim command, RSSD enhances it. Specifically, upon receiving trim commands, RSSD will allocate new flash pages and remap the addresses touched by the trim command to these new pages. RSSD will retain the trimmed data, therefore, it can still restore the victim data upon trimming attack.

To enable efficient and trusted post-attack analysis, we extend RSSD and retain the log of storage operations in the SSD. Thus, RSSD has the capability of reproducing the storage operations in the original order that they were issued. As the logging approach is hardware isolated, RSSD can build a trusted evidence chain for post-attack or forensic analysis. Since most of the retained logs and obsolete data will be transferred remotely, RSSD enables the offloading of ransomware detection and analysis to remote servers. Therefore, we can detect ransomware in a more efficient and accurate way by utilizing the powerful computing resource and the flexibility of deploying various detection algorithms. RSSD also allows fast reconstruction of evidence chains by backtracking storage operations with our proposed hardware-assisted logging. We summarize the comparisons with state-of-the-art approaches in Table 1, and list the key contributions of this work as follows.

- We conduct an empirical study of more than a hundred ransomware cases and confirm that the lack of efficient data recovery and post-attack analysis is the major weakness of modern storage systems and ransomware defense solutions.
- We present a new understanding of Ransomware 2.0, discuss and validate three new ransomware attacks that include GC attack, timing attack, and trimming attack.
- We develop a new SSD that uses the hardware-isolated NVMe-oE to safely extend the retention time for the hardware-assisted logging, and enable the offloading of ransomware detection and analysis to the remote cloud/servers.
- We rethink the storage architecture support for the trim command in SSDs and enhance its security by enabling the retention of trimmed data with hardware-assisted logging.
- We present a hardware-isolated post-attack analysis approach that can efficiently build a trusted evidence chain of storage operations that lead up to an attack.

We implement RSSD with a Cosmos+ OpenSSD FPGA board, a cloud storage service Amazon S3, and local storage servers. We use various storage benchmarks and I/O traces, and ransomware samples collected from VirusTotal [79]. Our evaluation shows that RSSD can retain all obsolete data across the SSD and remote cloud/servers, with minimal storage cost, and negligible impact on the local storage performance and device lifetime. We replay multiple ransomware attacks on RSSD, and show that RSSD can restore the data encrypted by ransomware, and correctly reconstruct the original sequence of I/O events that lead to the attacks in a short time.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 State-of-the-Art Ransomware Attacks

Encryption ransomware reads the target files and encrypts them. After that, they can either use the encrypted data to overwrite the original data, or write the encrypted data to new files while deleting the original copies. To understand recent ransomware attacks, we conduct an empirical study of major attacks between Jan. 2020 and Mar. 2021. We manually studied 144 cases listed in [3], with a focus on those having detailed attack descriptions. We categorize these cases into 8 sectors and show the study result in Table 2.
Table 2: A study of 144 recent major ransomware attacks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Downtime (weeks)</th>
<th>Software Backups</th>
<th>Conducted</th>
<th>Forensics</th>
<th>Time (weeks)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>61.29%</td>
<td>15.12%</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>38.71%</td>
<td>41.94%</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>52.38%</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>29.41%</td>
<td>23.53%</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>45.45%</td>
<td>27.27%</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
<td>0.00 %</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>75.00%</td>
<td>0.00 %</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>34.78%</td>
<td>26.09%</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>45.13%</td>
<td>23.64%</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Previous studies have reported that 32% of the victims paid the ransom, but only got 65% of their data back on average [64]. Additionally, 22% of them never got any data back [27]. Beyond these, we observe two new facts:

**New Observations:** (1) the victims suffered from service downtime of 3.12 weeks on average, due to the tedious data recovery procedure; (2) only 23.61% of the victims have post-attack analysis for their storage systems, and the analysis usually takes 3 days to 5 months, and 5.72 weeks on average; (3) 45.13% of the cases on average have software-based data backups, however, many of them still suffer from service downtime and even data loss. In RSSD, we aim to achieve full data recovery with minimal service downtime and trusted post-attack analysis by default.

2.2 State-of-the-Art Ransomware Defenses

As reported in our study presented above, many victims rely on software-based data backups to recover victim data from attacks. Unfortunately, software-based solutions suffer from four major limitations. First, since software-based solutions are not hardware isolated from malicious processes, they can be compromised by ransomware. Particularly, attackers could obtain OS kernel privilege and terminate software-based backup systems. Second, attackers can hide in the system long before deploying their ransomware. For example, prior work has confirmed that hackers can hide in the victim’s network for an average of 11 days before deploying their ransomware [89]. Third, ransomware can overwrite data backups with encrypted versions [30, 37]. Finally, software-based solutions usually lack the capability of trusted post-attack analysis.

To defend against ransomware attacks, the most recent work [12, 30, 56] exploited the intrinsic flash properties to detect ransomware attacks and restore the victim data. However, these solutions have three major limitations.

First, they were mainly developed to defend against existing encryption ransomware which assumed the underlying storage devices perform like conventional HDDs [37, 70]. As SSDs have been widely used, ransomware will evolve and update their attack models (see §4). Therefore, we must anticipate and proactively prevent new and emerging ransomware attacks.

Second, due to the limited storage capacity, we can only retain the stale data for a certain period of time. This will significantly affect storage performance, especially for data-intensive workloads. Even worse, ransomware could take advantage of limited storage capacity to initiate new attacks.

Third, most defenses do not support post-attack or forensic analysis, which will miss the opportunity to learn new attack models. This slows down the post-attack investigation procedure, and limits their ability to adapt to evolving malware.

2.3 Flash-Based Solid-State Drive

To facilitate our discussion, we introduce the technical background of flash-based SSDs in this section. We present the system architecture of an SSD in Figure 1.

An SSD has three major components: a set of flash memory packages, an SSD controller that has embedded processors with DRAM, and flash controllers. Commodity flash-based SSDs employ a block interface to encapsulate the idiosyncrasies of flash chips. As such, it gives upper-level file systems an impression that both flash-based storage devices and HDDs perform storage operations in the same manner.

When a free flash page is written, that page cannot be updated until it is erased. However, the erase can only be performed at a block granularity. Thus, writes are issued to free pages that have been erased (i.e., out-of-place writes), GC is performed later to clean the obsolete data. As each flash block has limited endurance, it is important for the blocks to age uniformly (i.e., wear leveling). SSDs employ the flash translation layer (FTL) in their controllers to handle out-of-place writes, GC, wear leveling, and to maintain the logical-to-physical address mapping. To exploit the massive parallelism of flash chips, SSD controllers use general-purpose processors and DRAM. The processors will issue I/O requests, translate logical addresses to physical addresses, and run GC. DRAM is used to store the address mapping table and cache the I/O data.

3 THREAT MODEL

As discussed in §1, malicious users could elevate their privilege to run as administrators and disable/destroy the software-based data backup solutions. We do not assume the OS is trusted, instead, we trust the SSD firmware. We believe this is a realistic threat model for two reasons. First, the SSD firmware is located within the storage controller, underneath the generic block interface. It is hardware-isolated from higher-level malicious processes. Second, SSD firmware has a much smaller trusted computing base (TCB) than the OS kernel, making it typically less vulnerable to malware attacks. Once the firmware is flushed into the SSD controller, commodity SSDs will not allow firmware modifications without authentication, which guarantees the implementation integrity.

Once malicious events are recognized (e.g., malicious attacks are detected or ransomware notification is received) or users want to recover data, they can use RSSD and remote server/cloud to conduct the data recovery procedure. Malicious programs may exploit the data recovery procedure to conduct new attacks. For example,
adversaries could recover the data in the SSD by rolling back the storage states to a previous version, and then try every possible means to erase the retained data. RSSD can defend against such attacks because it will roll back data by writing them to the local SSD like new updates and will retain the old versions. Moreover, the data recovery can be conducted in a secure and isolated environment. For instance, the device owner can deploy the SSD in another isolated computer to conduct the data recovery. We assume only the device owner or trusted user has the privilege to access the data stored in the remote cloud or storage servers.

Compared to the local storage, remote cloud or storage servers offer guaranteed data reliability [10, 20] and the flexibility to expand storage capacity with low cost (see §8.1). RSSD is compatible with existing cloud storage platforms. It always encrypts the transferred data to enhance its data security on the remote cloud or servers.

RSSD makes the network module hardware isolated from malware attacks. We view the data encryption and hardware isolation as mitigating factors in network related attacks. A potential approach to attacking RSSD would be board-level physical attacks that exploit side-channel attacks or bus-snooping attacks to reveal transferred data. However, these attacks are extremely cumbersome [33]. The majority of ransomware attacks are conducted remotely via phishing emails, exploit kits, or network misconfigurations [4]. Therefore, we do not consider these physical attacks in this work.

4 NEW RANSOMWARE ATTACKS

As SSDs use the same block interface as HDDs, existing ransomware attackers did not consider the intrinsic properties of SSDs in their attacks [37, 70]. Prior researchers [12, 30] leveraged this property to prevent attacks. However, ransomware will evolve and circumvent these solutions. It has two ultimate goals: 1) prevent victims who do not pay the ransom from obtaining copies of their data; and 2) bypass ransomware detection schemes. We identify three new ransomware attacks that include the GC attack, timing attack, and trimming attack. We will undertake an analysis for each of them and demonstrate how they can bypass existing SSD-based ransomware defenses as well as ensure the victim data is deleted.

4.1 GC Attack

SSDs usually over-provision a certain ratio of flash blocks for GC (i.e., over-provisioning). Once the number of free blocks in the SSD is below a threshold (10–40% of all the flash blocks), GC will be triggered to free space. An attacker can exploit the storage capacity and write/overwrite data to the SSD to occupy its available space, forcing it to release its retained data via GC. Thus, the device-level data retention will fail. The GC attack can be fulfilled shortly. Given a 1TB SSD with 2.2GB/s write bandwidth [68], the SSD will be full in 7.8 minutes. The GC attack will help attackers achieve 1. Even if it can be detected, part of the user data could be lost and victims still need to pay the ransom to get their data back.

Furthermore, ransomware attackers can hide their behavior by following the patterns of regular storage workloads, which enables attackers to achieve 2. Once the victim data is dropped by the GC, the ransomware attack will succeed. For this attack, there is a fundamental tradeoff between storage performance and security. The lifespan of retaining stale data could be short for performance, however, the users would suffer from the threat of ransomware attacks or data loss.

4.2 Timing Attack

Ransomware can intentionally slow down the pace of encrypting data and notifying victims. Although this will increase the risk of being caught, and thwart ransomware authors from gaining rewards quickly, the I/O pattern generated by this attack will be hard to identify. This will help attackers fulfill both 1 and 2.

Due to the limited storage capacity, it is challenging to retain stale data for a long time in SSDs. To increase the difficulty of being detected by analyzing the I/O patterns [37, 70], attackers could mimic regular storage operations from common applications. By then, the victim data would have been garbage collected, making the SSD protection in vain.

To further understand this attack, we use traces collected from enterprise servers and universities, and replay them in a 1TB SSD with different used capacity (see the experimental setting in §7.1). As shown in Figure 2, the stale data can be retained for 0.9–11.2 days when 50% of the storage capacity was used. When less storage capacity is available (80% capacity used), the SSD can retain the stale data for only 0.12–7.4 days. As regular users would also generate I/O traffic, the retention time could be even shorter.

4.3 Trimming Attack

Ransomware authors can also exploit the trim command available in modern SSDs [52] to initiate new attacks. The trim command was introduced in commodity SSDs to allow the OS to inform the SSD which data blocks are no longer in use and can be erased. This can reduce the GC overhead as the SSD can safely erase the block without first moving pages. It is also an attractive feature for ransomware attackers. Encryption ransomware can leverage this command to speed up the reclamation of the original data blocks after encryption, helping attackers achieve 3. Specifically, these blocks will be erased at the next GC. With write-intensive workloads, this can happen within a few seconds [45], leaving no copies of the data encrypted by ransomware stored in the SSD.

The trimming attack also enables attackers to achieve 4, because no existing detection approaches consider trim operations in their learned I/O patterns. Existing defenses could evolve and learn new I/O patterns like read-encrypt-trim, however, part of the user data could have been erased as discussed above. The fact that attackers can utilize the trim command to generate various new attack patterns reiterates the need of a holistic approach to defend against future trim-based attacks.
Timing and Trimming Attack.

Recoverable Data (%)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recovery Time (min)</th>
<th>GC Attack</th>
<th>Timming Attack</th>
<th>Trimming Attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Effectiveness of the proposed new attacks.

4.4 Proof-of-Concept Attack Prototypes

We develop the proof-of-concept prototypes with the ransomware samples listed in [63]. We only need to instrument a few lines of codes (LoCs) to initiate these attacks. The attack needs less than 10 LoCs to write garbage data to the SSD, the trimming attack requires only a few LoCs to call trim in the samples, and the timing attack only needs a timer to control the window notifications.

To verify the effectiveness of these new attacks, we use a 1TB SSD (see the detailed setting in §6). We first occupy half of its capacity with valid files, and run WannaCry ransomware to encrypt some of the files (128MB). After that, we initiate these new attacks respectively and measure how much modified data can be recovered over time. We present the results in Figure 3. Since GC attack can quickly generate garbage data, the GC is triggered shortly and all the victim data is garbage collected in a few minutes. After we initiate timing and trimming attack, we run the storage traces of database workload TPCC (see the detailed description in §7.1) to emulate regular storage operations. After about 4 hours, GC is triggered, and the victim data will be reclaimed by the SSD. As shown in Figure 3b, the trimming attack accelerates the loss of victim data, as it notifies the SSD which flash blocks can be reclaimed.

We believe these attacks would appear in the near future for two reasons. First, our proof-of-concept attacks demonstrate that, with only a few lines of code, these attacks can be implemented. With such a low barrier, ransomware authors can easily adopt them. Second, attackers can only make a profit if they can prevent victims from recovering their data. Thus, there is a high possibility that attackers will build SSD-aware exploits to remain profitable, as SSDs are becoming the dominant storage devices today.

5 RSSD DESIGN

5.1 Key Ideas of RSSD

A fundamental approach to defending against ransomware is to enable zero data loss recovery and trusted post-attack analysis. Due to the limited storage capacity in the local SSD, we have to rely on the remote cloud or storage servers to retain data. If we can ensure the remote data backups are securely isolated, we can restore the victim data without paying the ransom. This will eventually stop ransomware, as attackers cannot profit anymore.

RSSD proposes a hardware-isolated network/storage co-design to ensure security isolation for remote cloud.servers. Therefore, we can recover victim data quickly and shorten the system downtime. RSSD also enables trusted post-attack analysis with our proposed hardware-assisted logging. Thus, we can reconstruct the trusted evidence chain, which will help victims and government agencies to investigate the attack and defend future attacks. We develop RSSD with the following key ideas:

- **Extend SSD with Secure NVMe over Ethernet (§5.2, §5.3, and §5.4):** We develop RSSD with secure NVMe over Ethernet to extend the local SSD. Unlike conventional ways of communicating with remote cloud or servers via host network cards, we integrate Ethernet network into the SSD controller, making the network hardware isolated from host.
- **Enhance the Security Support for trim Command (§5.4):** We redesign the hardware support for the trim command in the SSD controller, with the insight that the trim command is attractive for ransomware attackers. RSSD will track trim history and retain the potential victim data with hardware-assisted logging.
- **Data Recovery and Post-Attack Analysis (§5.5 and §5.6):** As RSSD will transparently retain stale data in both local SSD and remote cloud/server in a time order, it enables data recovery by retrieving old versions of updated data. It can build trusted evidence chains for attack investigations.

5.2 Design Overview of RSSD

Our investigation of Ransomware 2.0 attacks (see §4) shows that stronger data retention is critical to fundamentally preventing future ransomware attacks. However, since the SSD firmware has no semantic knowledge of upper-level software, we have to conservatively retain all invalid flash pages to ensure zero data loss recovery. This strategy guarantees that all the data that may be locked by ransomware is retained. Unfortunately, this will add additional performance overhead to the SSD. Thus, we have to either sacrifice the storage performance or shorten the data retention time.

One solution to address this challenge is to expand local storage capacity by transferring the retained data to remote cloud or storage servers. However, with the conventional system architecture that decouples storage/network, we have to read data from the SSD to the host and transfer the data out through the network card. However, adversaries with kernel privileges could easily terminate this process or destroy user data (see §1). Thus, we seek a hardware-isolated solution with low cost and strong security guarantees.

To this end, we explore NVMe over Fabrics (NVMoF) [55] and integrate the network component into the SSD controller to enable secure data transfer to the remote cloud/servers. Thus, we can transfer data without the host involvement.

This is a practical solution for three reasons. First, the NVMoF has become a standard protocol for NVMe devices [54]. This has driven the recent development of real products [7, 35, 36]. Second, following the industry specifications, there is no technical barrier to hinder SSD vendors from implementing NVMoF in real products. And it does not introduce much hardware cost to existing SSD manufacturing (i.e., less than 5% area overhead for supporting the Ethernet interface [77]). And the integrated Ethernet network controller will add only 5.7%–19.2% more power consumption for a commodity SSD [69, 76]. Third, considering ransomware asks for an average of $8,100 and causes long server downtime [62], it is worthwhile for our community to develop a thorough solution.
5.3 Design Details of RSSD

Using NVMe-oF to defend against ransomware is not easy. We have to answer three questions: (1) what data should be transferred to the remote cloud or servers? (2) how should we manage the data to facilitate the data recovery procedure and post-attack analysis? (3) how should we ensure the overall efficiency? To address these challenges, we build RSSD with the following techniques.

5.3.1 Data Structures in the Regular SSD Firmware. To facilitate our discussion, we first introduce the data structures used in traditional SSD controller in Figure 4. To support out-of-place updates, the SSD maintains an address mapping table for translating logical page addresses (LPAs) of storage requests to physical page addresses (PPAs). The mapping table is cached in the DRAM of the SSD controller (see AMC in Figure 4). The entire mapping table is stored in the flash chips as a set of translation pages, and their locations are tracked in a global mapping directory (GMD) [25, 30].

In a regular SSD, the GC will first select the candidate flash blocks (e.g., those flash blocks who have the least valid pages), migrate the valid pages of the selected blocks to a free block, erase the selected flash blocks at block granularity, and mark them as free blocks. To assist the GC, the SSD controller usually has a block validity counter (BVC) table that tracks the number of valid pages for each flash block. It also maintains a page validity table (PVT) that uses bitmaps to track which pages are valid in a flash block. During the GC, the address mapping table will be updated accordingly when a valid page is copied from one flash block to another one.

5.3.2 Retaining Stale Data in Time Order. RSSD conservatively retains stale data in a time order. It requires minimal firmware changes with five new data structures (see Figure 4).

Instead of tracking the timestamp of each flash page when it becomes invalid, RSSD uses bloom filters to index invalid pages. It organizes multiple bloom filters in time order, and each bloom filter represents one time window or epoch, such that RSSD can maintain the ordering of invalid data versions. Specifically, once a flash page is invalidated, its PPA is inserted into the most recently created bloom filter. Once the number of PPAs in the bloom filter reaches a threshold, the bloom filter becomes inactive and a new bloom filter is created. RSSD will reuse the created bloom filters in the order of their creation. When RSSD resets the oldest bloom filter and reuses it as the latest one, it will implicitly remove the indexed PPAs in the bloom filter.

When GC reclaims an invalid page, it will check the bloom filters. If the PPA of an invalid page is found in a bloom filter, the page will be retained and compressed (see §5.3.3). Each bloom filter is associated with dedicated data blocks for retaining the compressed flash pages that become invalid in that epoch. Although bloom filters have false positives, they do not cause incorrect behaviors. This is because even though an invalid page could be reclaimed, retaining it in the SSD conservatively will not generate much negative impact. Bloom filters do not have false negatives, invalid pages that should be retained will not be reclaimed by mistake.

5.3.3 Packing Retained Stale Data with GC. Retaining all stale data will consume significant storage space, RSSD uses delta compression for retained stale data, as only a small portion is usually changed in a page update [86]. RSSD uses delta buffers to group deltas (update differences) at page granularity. Once a delta buffer is full, RSSD writes it back to flash blocks, and updates the mapping table for those compressed pages (CPM) for future retrieval. For invalid pages that have been compressed, RSSD will update the reclaimable page table (RPT) to indicate that they can be reclaimed.

RSSD modifies the GC procedure of SSDs to compact the invalid pages and clean them for free space. RSSD retains invalid pages after they have been compressed. The compressed stale data will be reclaimed after they have been transferred to the remote cloud/server (see §5.3.5). RSSD uses delta compression during GC. It computes the difference between two versions of the page mapped to the same LPA, and uses the difference as the delta to represent the invalid page. RSSD uses the latest data version mapped to the LPA as the reference. Because RSSD retains the stale data in time order, a reference version will never be reclaimed before its deltas.

RSSD uses a compression buffer to coalesce deltas in a page. We organize the delta page as shown in Figure 5. The header of each delta page includes the number of deltas and the byte offset of each delta. Each delta item has the metadata and the delta value. The delta metadata includes (1) the LPA mapped to this compressed page; (2) the PPA that points to the previous data version mapped to the same LPA (i.e., back pointer); (3) the write timestamp of this data version; and (4) the PPA of the reference flash page.

Once an invalid page is compressed, RSSD will set the RPT to indicate that it can be reclaimed. Utilizing the embedded processors
available in the SSD, RSSD executes the lightweight delta compression with the GC. When the compression buffer is full or its space cannot host a newly compressed page, RSSD will write it to the reserved flash blocks. We show the GC procedure in Algorithm 1.

RSSD uses an address mapping table for those compressed invalid pages (\(\text{BVC} \bowtie \text{CPM}\)). With the back pointer in the delta metadata, RSSD maintains the chain of all invalid pages mapped to the same LPA. As each physical flash page has a reserved out-of-band (OOB) metadata (16-64 bytes) [25], we use it to store (1) the LPA mapped to this physical flash page; (2) the previous PPA mapped to the same LPA; (3) the timestamp when the flash page is written.

### 5.3.4 Tracking Read and Trim Operations in SSD

Beyond retaining the invalid pages, RSSD logs read and trim operations in a log-structured manner. Each log item has 8 bytes (4 bytes for each timestamp, 4 bytes for each LPA). The resulting storage cost is small (800MB for tracking 100 million storage operations, which takes 0.076% storage capacity of a 1TB SSD). RSSD tracks the read and trim operations in a separate buffer (1MB by default). Once the buffer is full, it will be written into corresponding flash blocks. Note that RSSD does not explicitly track write operations, because it tracks write timestamps of each flash page in the OOB (see §5.3.3).

This detailed logging enables trusted storage forensics analysis. First, it enables the reconstruction of the event chain leading up to an incident. We use the previous physical page address stored in the OOB metadata of each page to reverse an invalid page to its previous versions. In this fashion, we can build the evidence chain of the storage operations (see §5.5). Second, since the RSSD never misses an event, those events representing the occurrence of anti-forensics

**Algorithm 1: GC Procedure of RSSD**

1. Check block validity counter
2. Select a candidate block with least number of valid pages
3. Identify valid/invalid pages by checking \(\text{PVT}\)
4. for each valid page do
   5. Migrate this page to a free page
   6. Update the \(\text{BVC} \bowtie \text{CPM}\) address mapping table
7. for each invalid page do
   8. Check the \(\text{BVC} \bowtie \text{reclaimable page table}\)
   9. if this page is reclaimable then
      10. Discard this page (compressed or expired)
   11. else
      12. Check if this page is in the \(\text{BVC} \bowtie \text{bloom filters}\)
      13. if this page misses all the bloom filters then
         14. Discard this page as it has been expired
      15. else
      16. Read this page and its OOB metadata
      17. Read all the older and unexpired data versions
      18. Read the latest version mapped to this LPA
      19. Compress the old versions with the ref. version
      20. Write deltas to delta blocks with metadata
      21. Update the head of delta page chain in \(\text{BVC} \bowtie \text{CPM}\)
      22. Set compressed pages as reclaimable in \(\text{BVC} \bowtie \text{RPT}\)
23. Erase the selected flash block

will also be recorded. Third, with the trusted evidence chain, we only need to analyze operations involved in attacks, which reduces the cost of conducting the post-attack analysis.

### 5.3.5 Transferring Retained Data via NVMe-oE

Ideally, we wish to expand the local storage with unlimited storage space in a secure and cost-effective way. We present the hardware architecture of RSSD in Figure 6. As the network module is integrated into the SSD controller, it is not exposed to the host. It utilizes DMA to transfer flash blocks from the DRAM of the SSD controller to the transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) buffer queues. The network module has a unique MAC address and can be configured with an IP address to communicate with other networked devices. As NVMe-oE supports TCP/IP protocol, it does not have specific requirements for low-level network devices like wireless network.

Although NVMe-oE is hardware isolated in RSSD, its IP address and connected IPs can be configured by issuing NVMe commands enabled in modern NVMe protocols [41]. For example, end users can configure the IP addresses of remote servers or the access URLs of remote cloud services. Note that the initial configuration procedure should be conducted in a secure environment. Since we do not configure frequently, it is disabled at runtime to avoid attacks.

RSSD transfers the compressed stale data and tracked read/trim operations to the remote cloud or servers at flash-block granularity, after which these flash blocks will be erased with GC by setting their corresponding \(\text{BVC} \bowtie \text{BVC}\) to zeros, as well as \(\text{BVC} \bowtie \text{RPT}\) to indicate these pages can be reclaimed.

RSSD conducts the data transfer at idle I/O cycles. It predicts the next idle time based on the last interval of time between I/O requests [11, 49]. Specifically, it predicts the next idle time \(t_{i+1}^{\text{predict}}\) based on the last interval of time between I/O requests \(t_i^{\text{real}}\) with \(t_{i+1}^{\text{predict}} = \alpha * t_i^{\text{real}} + (1 - \alpha) * t_i^{\text{predict}}\), where \(t_i^{\text{predict}}\) refers to the idle time of the last prediction, and \(\alpha\) refers to the exponential smoothing parameter (\(\alpha = 0.5\) in RSSD). Once \(t_{i+1}^{\text{predict}}\) is larger than a defined threshold (50 milliseconds by default), RSSD will first send the oldest compressed blocks and RTT blocks to the remote cloud/servers.

To ensure secure data transfer, RSSD has data encryption of each flash block being transferred. It uses the 128-bit AES scheme, which has been deployed in modern SSDs [21, 69]. The encryption key is stored in the SSD firmware.

RSSD will not affect the functionality of regular storage operations. It only moves compressed invalid pages and RTT blocks to
the remote cloud/server as they will not be accessed by regular applications. To alleviate the negative impact on storage performance, RSSD will suspend the transfer upon I/O requests. When a flash block is being transferred, RSSD will finish in the background. Since RSSD transparently moves stale data to the remote cloud/servers, it will only refuse writes when full with valid data.

5.3.6 Managing Data in Remote Cloud/Server. We manage the compressed data blocks and RTT blocks in a log-structured manner in the remote cloud/servers. We use objects to store each flash block in the cloud storage services like Amazon S3, and use the arrival timestamp to name the object. As for the in-house storage servers, we use log-structured file systems such as F2FS [44] to store received flash blocks.

Storing retained stale data and operation logs in the remote cloud/server has four benefits. First, the cloud/server has much larger storage capacity; it can extend the local storage capacity. In this manner we can retain victim data as long as possible, while having minimal impact on the local storage performance. Second, cloud storage offers nearly 100% data reliability with replicas [10, 20]. which further enhances the capability of defending against ransomware attacks. Third, the cloud/server has much more powerful computing resource, which facilitates the data recovery and post-attack analysis. For instance, users can apply advanced machine learning models in the cloud/server to learn and detect new ransomware attacks, which is impossible in the local storage. Finally, the cloud provides the flexibility of increasing the storage capacity with a much lower cost following the pay-as-you-go model [5, 9].

According to our cost-effectiveness analysis (see the detailed discussion in §8), the hardware-isolated cloud backup can achieve 85.6× cost reduction, in comparison with the alternative approaches that extend the storage capacity locally.

It is worth noting that, to defend against ransomware, we need to have frequent data backups anyway today. RSSD does not introduce much additional storage cost. Moreover, RSSD has no intention of replacing existing cloud storage. Instead, it provides a hardware-isolated network/storage co-design solution to make the connections to the data backups secure and transparent. Therefore, attackers cannot stop the remote data backups, even if they obtain the OS kernel privilege. RSSD allows end users to register remote cloud connections in the SSD (see §5.3.5) or to rely on the SSD vendors to use pre-registered accounts in their own cloud.

5.4 Defend Against New Ransomware Attacks

Defend against GC attack. As attackers initiate a GC attack by writing data to the SSD (see §4.1), the victim data that has been encrypted could be erased in regular SSDs. However, with RSSD, the original copies of the victim data will be transferred to the remote cloud/server via hardware-isolated NVMe-oE. Since we have much larger storage capacity in the remote cloud/server, RSSD can retain the victim data for a long time with lower cost (see §8.1).

Without RSSD, an SSD can refuse writes rather than erasing retained data, however, this will significantly decrease the performance of regular storage operations. Since an SSD does not know whether the stale data is generated by regular applications or ransomware, RSSD achieves the best trade-off between performance and security, it can defend against potential GC attacks while ensuring high performance for regular storage workloads.

Defend against timing attack. Although ransomware attackers can intentionally slow down their attack (see §4.2), the victim data will not be erased until it has been transferred to the remote cloud/server. As the cloud storage services offer extremely low storage cost, it is reasonable to retain victim data until users confirm that no ransomware attack happened or the data integrity is ensured. As the NVMe-oE is hardware isolated in RSSD, it is hard for adversaries to exploit system vulnerabilities to terminate or hijack the network connection with the remote cloud/server.

In the worst case, the network connection with the remote cloud/server is broken or the remote servers/cloud are not available, RSSD will best utilize the local storage capacity with data compression to retain the stale data locally until the SSD is full. After that, it will stop issuing I/O requests, resulting in the failure of filesystem operations. Victim users can easily notice the abnormal events.

Defend against trimming attack. RSSD keeps the trim command in use. However, we modify its operations in the SSD controller. RSSD tracks the trim commands and records the corresponding flash block addresses. Instead of reclaiming these flash blocks, RSSD retains them. RSSD allocates new flash blocks and remaps the addresses touched by the trim command to these newly allocated blocks by setting the address mapping table. Therefore, it gives attackers an illusion that the trim command is successfully executed. RSSD will mark the trimmed data as invalid and insert their PPAs into a bloom filter. Such that they will be compressed, encrypted, and transferred to the remote cloud or storage servers. By transferring the trimmed data to the remote cloud/servers, RSSD minimizes its impact on the local storage performance.

Defend against future attacks. We believe that RSSD is a holistic solution that can defend against future ransomware attacks for four reasons. First, with the zero data loss recovery capability, RSSD can ensure victims recover their data against attempts to remove it. Second, in designing RSSD, we considered the potential interactions the upper-level software can have with the SSD controller. Since RSSD is a firmware-level solution, it is hardware isolated from software, with a much smaller TCB. Third, RSSD provides hardware-assisted post-attack analysis, which allows it to track the behaviors of ransomware, although ransomware will evolve and new attack patterns will happen. The analysis results will facilitate developers to deploy new defense solutions. Finally, RSSD enables advanced ransomware detections by utilizing the powerful compute resources in the remote cloud/servers.

5.5 Data Recovery

RSSD utilizes three sources of retained stale data for its data recovery: (1) the invalid pages that have not been compressed yet; (2) the compressed invalid pages; (3) the compressed stale data that has been transferred to the remote cloud/server. Upon data recovery, RSSD can roll back the storage states to a previous version for a specific LPA or a set of LPAs. Given an LPA, RSSD first retrieves its previous version by checking the retained stale data, and then writes back the retrieved version to the SSD. It will then invalidate the current version and update the corresponding address mapping.
Specifically, to retrieve a previous version of an LPA at specific timestamp, RSSD first checks its latest version with the address mapping table, and uses the OOB metadata to pinpoint previous versions one by one. If the previous version at a specific timestamp cannot be found, RSSD will check the CPM to pinpoint the compressed versions. Following the chain built with the delta metadata, RSSD traverses back to previous versions and check its timestamp until it finds the demanded version. If RSSD cannot find the version in the local SSD, RSSD checks the flash blocks stored in the remote cloud/server. Since each compressed flash page has its metadata (see Figure 5), and the flash blocks in the remote cloud/server are transferred and stored in time order, we can scan them to identify the previous versions of an LPA.

5.6 Post-attack Analysis
To facilitate the post-attack analysis, we need to build trusted evidence chains, which requires complete records of storage operations. As discussed in §5.1, the key to defending against ransomware is to enable zero data loss recovery and trusted post-attack analysis. Therefore, a fine-grained hardware-isolated logging mechanism is desirable. RSSD enables trusted users to reconstruct the original sequence of events that lead to the incident (i.e., storage forensics). Unlike existing forensics techniques that execute under OS control, RSSD collects storage operations in the SSD firmware. Since RSSD has tracked the read/trim operations with RTT blocks, it can reproduce the storage operations in the order they were issued.

As a large portion of the operation log is available in the remote cloud or servers, it enables users to utilize their powerful computing resources to conduct advanced analysis, such as machine learning based ones, for ransomware detection, post-attack investigation, and identification of new attack patterns. New detection and analysis algorithms are out of the scope of this paper, we wish to investigate them as future work.

RSSD tolerates power outages and system crashes. This is because most of the data structures for RSSD are used to cache index/metadata information for fast access, they can be reconstructed by scanning the OOB metadata of flash blocks. And many SSDs today have deployed battery-backed DRAM, capacitors, or Power Loss Protection mechanisms to ensure the durability of the buffered data in the SSD controller.

5.7 Put It All Together
We now summarize how RSSD serves storage operations. As RSSD is a firmware-based solution, it does not require modifications to the host systems software such as operating systems and file systems, as well as upper-level applications.

Read Operation. Upon receiving a read request, RSSD first checks AMC for address translation. If the mapping entry is in AMC, RSSD gets the PPA and serves the flash page. If not, RSSD looks up GMD to locate the mapping entry in the address-mapping page, and place the entry in AMC. This read operation will be tracked in RTT buffer.

Write Operation. Upon a write, RSSD will conduct the same address translation procedure as for reads. For a cache hit in AMC, RSSD will write data to a new flash page and update the corresponding mapping entry in AMC with the new PPA. For a miss, it will create a new mapping entry in AMC.

Trim Operation. Upon receiving a trim command, RSSD will conduct the address translation to locate the corresponding block X. It will also allocate a free block Y. RSSD will read the OOB of each page in the block X to find its LPA, and map each LPA to pages in Y one by one by updating the mapping entries in AMC. This gives the host program an impression that the trim operation is fulfilled. Internally, RSSD retains the block X by inserting its PPAs into the bloom filter. Thus, RSSD can recover the victim data caused by the trimming attack. Since these pages will soon be compressed, we largely retain the performance benefits of trim.

6 RSSD IMPLEMENTATION
We implement RSSD with a Cosmos+ OpenSSD FPGA development board which supports the NVM Express (NVMe) protocol and NVMe-o. This board includes a ARM Cortex-A9 Dual-core, 1GB DRAM, and 1TB flash memory. We reserve 15% of the capacity as over-provisioning space by default, which is also the trigger condition for the GC of the SSD. In the SSD, each flash page is 4KB with 12 bytes of OOB metadata, and each flash block has 256 pages.

Besides supporting the basic I/O requests such as read, write, and trim commands, we define new NVMe commands to enable users to configure the network connections. To support data recovery in RSSD, we slightly modify the NVMe command interpreter and add a state query engine into the SSD firmware for locating retained stale data. We reserve 64MB DRAM in the SSD controller for bloom filters and data compression buffer. We also use 4MB DRAM in the SSD controller for logging read and trim operations, respectively. We use the page-level address translation mechanisms to ensure the durability of the buffered data in the SSD controller.

We implemented delta compression with the LZF algorithm for its high performance. As we develop RSSD as a firmware solution, we can integrate new defense solutions at the manufacturing stage. Once the firmware is flushed into the SSD controller, the firmware can also be updated with authorization. We use an in-house server to work as the remote server, and get it connected with the OpenSSD board via the NVMe-oE (1GigE). The server has a 16-core Skylake based Intel CPU running at 3.6GHz with 64GB DRAM and 10TB HDD. We deploy the log-structured file system F2FS on the remote server to manage the transferred flash blocks.

7 EVALUATION
Our evaluation shows that (1) RSSD can retain the stale data for a much longer time than state-of-the-art approaches; (2) It has minimal negative impact on storage performance and device lifetime; (3) It performs fast data recovery after attacks; (4) It enables efficient post-attack analysis by building a trusted chain of I/O operations.
We first evaluate the impact of RSSD on data retention time, with warm up the SSD by randomly running these workloads. TPCB, and TATP; (4) IOZone benchmark consisted of a variety of file operations [34]; (5) PostMark benchmark that emulates the I/O operations generated by a mail server. Before each experiment, we warm up the SSD by randomly running these workloads.

We compare RSSD with three baseline SSDs: (1) an SSD that retains stale data in time order (LocalSSD); (2) LocalSSD with delta compression (LocalSSD+Compression); (3) a regular SSD that does not intentionally retain data (Regular SSD).

7.2 Impact on Data Retention Time

We first evaluate the impact of RSSD on data retention time, with MSR and FIU storage traces. To evaluate the capability of retaining data before filling up the SSD, we prolong each trace to ten months by duplicating it a hundred times. Since MSR and FIU traces do not contain real data content, we use five as the default compression ratio, following the real workload characterization study in [88].

As expected, the data retention time is determined by both storage utilization and workload patterns. We show the data retention time of running different storage workloads under various capacity utilization (50% and 80%) in Figure 7. LocalSSD can retain stale data for 0.9-11.2 days and 0.12-7.4 days for 50% and 80% capacity utilization, respectively. With delta compression enabled, LocalSSD extends the data retention time by up to 6.4×. RSSD further extends the data retention time by 2.1–4.3×, compared to LocalSSD+Compression. As we decrease the compression ratio, we see the similar trend on the improvement of data retention time (not shown due to space). As shown in Figure 7, RSSD can retain data for up to 215 days by gradually transferring stale data to the remote server, such that the local SSD has more free space. Note that RSSD transfers only stale data to remote cloud/server and will be filled with valid data eventually.

7.3 Impact on Storage Performance

We now evaluate the impact of RSSD on the storage performance. We set the SSD utilization as 80%. We show the results in Figure 8. Compared to a regular SSD that does not intentionally retain data, LocalSSD increases the I/O response time by 1.9×, due to the intensive GC operations. This overhead is reduced by LocalSSD+Compression, as data compression is used to compact the retained invalid pages and free more flash blocks. In comparison to LocalSSD+Compression, RSSD does not introduce much performance overhead (0.77% on average), when it gradually transfers packed stale data to the remote server. This indicates the NVMe-oE of RSSD does not affect regular storage operations. It helps free storage space for the local SSD and alleviate the GC overhead.

We also evaluate RSSD with IOZone, PostMark, and OLTP workloads that generate real data. To show the effectiveness of data compression, we use the regular SSD as the baseline. We use IOZone to generate sequential/random reads and writes. As shown in Figure 9, LocalSSD decreases the storage performance by 24.8%, compared to Regular SSD. For the workloads of sequential/random writes, LocalSSD performs even worse due to the significant GC overhead. LocalSSD+Compression outperforms LocalSSD by 1.13× on average, as the delta compression reduces the storage space occupied by the stale data. RSSD outperforms LocalSSD by 1.31× on average, as it further free storage space.

For sequential read/write and random read workloads, RSSD performs similarly to others, as there are no invalid pages produced. For PostMark, RSSD achieves 1.71× speedup, compared to LocalSSD. For OLTP workloads, RSSD offers 1.63× (8.5K TPS), 1.43× (8.0K TPS), 1.42× (135.7K TPS) more throughput than LocalSSD for TPCC, TPCB, and TATP, respectively. For these workloads, RSSD performs even better than the Regular SSD, this is because RSSD gradually utilizes the idle I/O cycles to transfer stale data to the remote storage, which frees more storage space.

7.4 Performance Impact of the Network

To evaluate the performance impact of the NVMe-oE network connected to the remote server, we test another two configurations. We replace the local server with (i) a similar server located in another university (Remote Server), and (ii) the Amazon S3 cloud storage (Remote Cloud), respectively. As shown in Figure 10, the
We use the ratio of flash write traffic to user-space write traffic as the write amplification metric for the SSD lifetime. Higher write amplification means a shorter lifetime. As shown in Figure 11, LocalSSD and LocalSSD+Compression increase the write amplification by 42.9% and 16.7% on average respectively, under 80% capacity utilization. This is mainly caused by the page migration of retained stale data at GC. Compared to LocalSSD+Compression, RSSD introduces little new write traffic when it transfers data to remote server. As we transfer retained stale data to remote cloud/servers more frequently, the write amplification will be reduced because this will reduce the GC frequency in the local SSD.

7.5 Impact on the SSD Lifetime

We use the ratio of flash write traffic to user-space write traffic as the write amplification metric for the SSD lifetime. Higher write amplification means a shorter lifetime. As shown in Figure 11, LocalSSD and LocalSSD+Compression increase the write amplification by 42.9% and 16.7% on average respectively, under 80% capacity utilization. This is mainly caused by the page migration of retained stale data at GC. Compared to LocalSSD+Compression, RSSD introduces little new write traffic when it transfers data to remote server. As we transfer retained stale data to remote cloud/servers more frequently, the write amplification will be reduced because this will reduce the GC frequency in the local SSD.

7.6 Recovery from Ransomware Attacks

To evaluate the data recovery, we compare it with the existing work FlashGuard [30], which retains only the invalid pages potentially encrypted by ransomware. We use 13 ransomware samples from VirusTotal and run them in a virtual machine with the local SSD mounted. As shown in Figure 12, LocalSSD+Compression needs 12.4% more time to recover the data encrypted by ransomware, due to the data decompression in the SSD. RSSD significantly reduces the recovery time (4.2x on average), when the packed stale data is available on the remote server, as it can take advantage of the powerful computing resource to speed up the data decryption and decompression, and parallelize the stale data lookups.

8 DISCUSSION

8.1 Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

To evaluate the cost effectiveness of RSSD, we compare it to the approach of increasing the local storage capacity by (1) packing more flash chips in the SSD or (2) using hybrid SSD/HDD. To ensure a fair comparison, we calculate the cost of cloud storage when the local storage is filled with valid data.

To implement (1), we plug more flash modules into the OpenSSD to increase its capacity to 2TB (Expanded SSD in Table 4). We assume flash memory is $0.2/GB, and remote cloud storage is $0.00081/GB per month [5, 9]. We use the network cost models of cloud storage to calculate the data transfer cost, which is free in both Amazon S3 [1] and Azure [50]. We rerun the storage traces (see Table 3) until the SSD is full. We compare RSSD to LocalSSD+Compression that retains compressed stale data in the local SSD until it fills up the SSD. RSSD reduces the storage cost by 85.6x on average (see Table 4), while providing the flexibility to extend storage capacity. As we conduct a conservative calculation with $0.0228 per 10K writes and $0.00182 per 10K reads, and retaining the data as long as the LocalSSD+Compression, RSSD still achieves 7.7% cost reduction on average. Note that RSSD introduces trivial overhead to the local storage performance (see §7.3).

To implement (2), we expand the local storage capacity by using hybrid SSD (1TB) and HDD (10TB) locally. For this approach, we...
### RELATED WORK

**Ransomware Detection and Defense.** Researchers have been investigating ransomware detection mechanisms [37, 38, 70]. For instance, they proposed to leverage machine learning to perform ransomware classification [16, 48, 72]. However, they cannot recover the damage that has been caused. Thus, ransomware still locks up some of data, forcing end users to pay a ransom. Data backup and recovery enables users to restore their data to their previous copies [18, 24, 60, 67]. They include log-structured file systems [66], journaling file systems [58], and cloud-based storage systems [24]. However, since ransomware can run with kernel privilege, those backup systems can be disabled or compromised. The versioning SSDs [30, 31, 80] can retain storage states. However, they suffer from limited storage capacity and cannot retain data removed by the `trim` command. RSSD proposes a new approach to extend the storage capacity in a secure and transparent manner.

**Secure Storage Systems.** System and architecture community have been working on flash-based storage [17, 28, 29, 59, 75]. However, most focused on performance rather than security. Similarly, hardware researchers have focused on increasing storage capacity and performance [25, 29, 42], few of them considered security in their design. Although we have deployed flash-based storage devices on various computing platforms [32, 71], none of the released products claimed they can defend against ransomware attacks. We develop RSSD with a real SSD.

**Post-Attack Analysis.** To further strengthen storage security, it is essential to conduct vulnerability analysis after identifying malware attacks. However, adversaries can destroy the attack evidence and perform malicious modifications to the logs to hide their behaviors [14, 74, 81]. RSSD retains all the storage operations in the SSD, which can reconstruct the entire evidence chain, including anti-forensics operations. Most importantly, this evidence chain is trusted, as the logging procedure is conducted in a hardware-isolated manner, which cannot be manipulated by malware.

### 10 CONCLUSION

We present a secure SSD to defend against new ransomware attacks and enable post-attack analysis. RSSD utilizes NVMe over Ethernet to expand the storage capacity in a transparent and secure manner. It also enhances the security support for the `trim` command. Experimental results show that RSSD incurs negligible overhead.
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